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Abstract

In this article an overview is given of the activities of working group 13 (WG13) of the “Ne-
derlandstalige TEX Gebruikersgroep” (Dutch TEX Users Group). This working group is also called
“Neerlandica”, and is interested in anything that has something to do with using LATEX (and TEX) in a
non-American environment. The topics tackled so far range from the design of a page layout suitable
for A4 paper by adapting the American layout of article.sty to Dutch typographical tastes, to
the implementation of a new letter style called “brief”.

Introduction

At its founding meeting the NTG decided to establish a
number of “working groups”, which would tackle some
of the problems encountered by members of the NTG.
Some of the subject are “education”, “drivers”, “TEX
for personal computers”. At the second NTG meeting
another working group was started. The task of this
group was to investigate the TEXnical problems Dutch-
speaking LATEX users encountered and to suggest soluti-
ons to these problems.

The first activity of this group was to decide on which
problems would be tackled and in what order. We had a
number of subjects:
� The original LATEX document styles are designed for

American-sized paper. The dimensions of this paper
differ from A4 paper, which is used most commonly
in Europe. The available style option files at the time
were not very satisfactory.

� In Dutch texts, commands that produce text, like
\chapter or \abstract, should produce Dutch
texts instead of English. A way to solve this problem
had already been pointed out by Hubert Partl et al [5].

� The design of the standard document styles provided
by Leslie Lamport is very “American” and, at least
to our Dutch eyes, a bit “loud”. We decided to deve-
lop replacement styles that would be more adapted to
Dutch typographical standards.

After identifying these tasks we set ourselves a short-
term and a long-term goal. The short-term goal was to
provide the members of the NTG with an acceptible page-
layout, adapted to A4 paper and to provide a document-
style option that redefines commands like \chapter
to use macros like \chaptername. This seemed a re-
asonably simple task that would be welcomed by a lot of
Dutch LATEX users. The long-term goal was to develop
new document styles, plug-compatible with the styles
provided by Leslie Lamport. To this we added the need
for the implementation of a document style for letters

that follows Dutch guidelines for the design of letters.

In the following sections we will discuss these topics
in more detail. Some of this work has led to articles
published or to be published in TUGboat .

Page layout for A4 paper

As described before one of the first problems tackled was
that of adapting the standard document styles to A4 pa-
per. The solution we sought was to provide a document
style option file, and not to modify document styles for
this. This was done mainly to avoid having to maintain
extra document styles that differ only marginally from
the originals.

Obviously, we were not the first LATEX users to identify
the problem and we knew that document-style options
were available in the international TEX community. Ho-
wever, as we were not satisfied with the results these
options gave us, we decided to adapt them. This has led
to the file A4.sty described in [9]. This file started
as a combination of two options that were already avai-
lable. The combination of these two files didn’t satisfy
our demands, which were:
1. The width of the text should be chosen in such a way

that no more than sixty to seventy characters appear
on a line of text;

2. When a document is printed two-sided, the texts
printed on both sides of one sheet of paper should
overlap;

3. The “inner” margin of the document should be wide
enough to allow for the binding of the document;

4. The “outer” margin should be wide enough for mar-
ginal notes.

After the publication of our article on A4.sty, we re-
ceived a comment that it doesn’t handle texts with more
than one column correctly. We still have to look into
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this, but it is a nice example of Gödels principle [11]1.

The “loud” American design of
article.sty
As discussed before, the modification of the design of the
standard document styles was a long-term project. As
a first attempt a document style option “sober.sty”
was developed. This file modifies the amount of white
space around section heads and lists. It also modifies the
fonts used for the various levels of section heads.

A more fundamental approach was the development of
new document styles, derived fromarticle.sty and
report.sty [7]. The design of these “new” styles
was based on discussions with a Dutch typographical de-
signer and some books about typographical design [3, 4].
One of the ideas behind the redesign of article.sty
was to minimize the number of “implied left margins”.
By an implied left margin we mean a non-zero distance
from the actual left margin that is used in more than
one element of the document. Examples of implied left
margins are:
� the paragraph indentation,
� the left margins of items in an “itemize” or “enume-

rate” list construct,
� the left (or right) sides of the numbers and labels in

such list constructs and
� the left side of the text of a section heading.

In the standard styles of LATEX all of these four distances
are independent and are different from one another. In
the style we have developed it was decided to strengthen
the visual coherence of the layout by taking the same
value for each of them whenever possible.

Another idea that was implemented with
artikel1.sty is that the white space separating
a section heading and the text following it should bear
some simple relation to the baselineskip, and should not
have any stretch.

A third major modification in the design of the article
style is a new layout of the table of contents. Both Tree-
bus [3] and Miles [4] are very explicit in their opinion
about the layout of a table of contents. They find a layout
like the one implemented in article.sty “old fashi-
oned” and even confusing. So, a completely different
layout was implemented.

As the new layout of the table of contents met with some
reservations from users, the old layout is still available
through an option.

Besides artikel1.sty we also implemented two
other article styles that have a layout that differs from
the layout of artikel1.sty. In artikel2.sty
we implemented a layout that was designed to show
what can be accomplished by modifying a few para-

meters in a document style. The third article style is
like artikel1.sty, but with one major design deci-
sion changed: in artikel3.sty paragraphs are not
indented, but they are separated by vertical space.

The design of the document styles artikel1 and
artikel3 is also implemented for reports, as
rapport1.sty and rapport3.sty respectively,
and there is a boek style based on the design of
artikel1.

Modifying the standard styles without
modifying them
As discussed in the introduction, one of the topics WG13

should be working on was a solution to the problem
of English terms appearing in Dutch texts. The ba-
sic idea behind our first solution was already imple-
mented in german.sty [5]. We adopted the idea and
created dutch.sty. In some ways this file is much
simpler than german.sty, in another way it is more
complex. A major difference between the two files is
that german.sty just provides parameters and pa-
rameter values for the various terms and states in the
comment that the user should provide modified docu-
ment style files that make use of these parameters. The
file dutch.sty also contains the necessary redefini-
tions for the various LATEX macros. This implies that
dutch.sty can be used with the standard unmodified
document style files as they are included in every LATEX
distribution.

While implementing dutch.sty it occurred to us that
it had some code in common with german.sty. This,
combined with several discussions at the 1989 EuroTEX
meeting in Karlsruhe led to the idea of building a more
universal system of style option files, called the babel-
system [10].

The babel system consists of one file, with macro defini-
tions common for all languages and a language-specific
file for every language that is to be part of the system. It
offers the possibility to switch between languages while
processing a multilingual document. Because we wanted
this system of style option files to be compatible with the
originalgerman.sty the files are implemented in such
a way that they can also be used with plain TEX. This is
useful because the language-specific files can (and do)
contain more than just parameters for LATEX terms. For
instance, for the German language as well as for the
Dutch language we have an extra active character. This
active character is, among other things, used for control-
ling the hyphenation of words containing accented letters
or explicit hyphens by inserting \discretionary
commands.

All the user needs to specify is the (main) language used
in his document as an option to the\documentstyle

1See the chapter about the Contracrostipunctus.
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command. This will instruct TEX to read the appropriate
language-specific file. This file checks whether the core
of the babel system, babel.sty, has been read be-
fore. If this turns out not to have happened it \inputs
babel.sty.

When the user wants to add the definitions for another
language to the environment in which his document is
processed he can use the command \addlanguage2

with the name of another language-specific file as an ar-
gument. So the preamble of his document might look
like:

\documentstyle[11pt,dutch]{artikel1}

\addlanguage{germanB}

\begin{document}

So, this example document contains Dutch and German
texts. Because the function of the extra active charac-
ter (") is different for dutch.sty and german.sty
the user wants to switch this definition when he starts a
German part of the document. This can be achieved by
adding

\selectlanguage{germanB}

in front of the German text. When he wants the Dutch
settings to be restored he simply uses the same command
with the parameter dutch.

As the babel system has been developed in a pre-TEX 3.0
environment, it doesn’t use any of the features of TEX 3.0.
Perhaps the switching of hyphenation tables and maybe
other TEX 3.0 features might be added to the definition
of \selectlanguage.

The design of a new letter style
In one of its meetings the “Neerlandica” group deci-
ded to try to implement a document style for letters that
should conform to Dutch standards for the layout of let-
ters. We have consulted four such standards, from the
Dutch standardization institute, the Nederlands Norma-
lisatie Instituut (NNI). They were:
� NEN-1026 for letters,
� NEN-1025 for envelopes,
� NEN-3162 for the structure of documents and
� NEN-3516 for the design of forms.

The result is a design that can not be judged by taste: it
just implements the standards. This seems quite rigid,
but some freedom is left to the user to adapt certain parts
of the layout to his own wishes.

This new style is not “plug compatible” with the LATEX
letter style, although equivalents of some of the ma-
cros fromletter.sty have been provided. The main
reason for its “incompatibility” with letter.sty is
that we have quite a lot of new user commands to either
modify some parts of the layout or to fill in some of

the fields in the “reference lines”. The reference lines
contain fields such as “Your letter of” and “Date”.

Some of the features of this document style are:
� If the user doesn’t have printed letter paper he

can provide his own letterhead by writing his own
macro \briefhoofd or he can use the macro
\maakbriefhoofd to adapt the default letterhead
provided with the document style.

� An option is provided to print short horizontal rules
on the sides of the paper as an indication where to
fold the letter.

� The address is positioned such that it can be used
with “window envelopes”. The window can be either
on the left side (default) or on the right side of the
envelope.

� Provides a user-command\voetitem for providing
information about the sender at the bottom of the let-
ter.

An example of this document style can be found at the
end of this article.

Conclusion
Working group 13 of the NTG has had a busy year. We
have
� produced a number of replacement document styles

for the standard LATEX document styles,
� developed a new document style for letters that im-

plements Dutch standards for the layout of letters,
� presented a new and improved document style option

file for use with A4-size paper and
� produced a document style option file system that sup-

ports multiple languages in one document and provi-
des additional features for specific languages.

In short: the category code of this working group has
been \active.
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